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TYCO SAFETY PRODUCTS CANADA LTD
3301 LANGSTAFF RD
CONCORD, ON L4K 4L2 CANADA

Combination burglary warning system, control unit accessories, Model(s) PG9911(1**) [a]

Combination control unit subassemblies, Model(s) GS2065 GSM-GPRS Communicator, for use with separately Listed Control Unit as indicated in the Installation Instructions

Combination control unit subassemblies, Model(s) PC1616(d), PC1832(d), PC1864(d)

Combination control unit subassemblies, Model(s) TL260 IP Communicator for use with separately listed control units as indicated in installation instructions

Combination control unit subassemblies, Model(s) TL2753G, 3G2075, TL275

Combination household fire and burglary alarm system control unit, Model(s) Input: 16.5 V ac, 60 Hz, 37 VA (using Class 2 limited energy transformers). DSC: Model PC1404.

Combination household fire and burglary alarm system control unit, Model(s) WS900-29, WS900-19

Combination household fire and burglary warning system control unit accessory, Model(s) TL880LE, TL880LE-485, TL880LT, TL880LTE, TL880LTE-485

Combination household fire and burglary warning system control unit subassemblies, Model(s) TL265GS IP/GSM-GPRS Communicators, TL265 IP Communicators, GS2065 GSM-GPRS Communicator, for use with separately Listed Control Unit as indicated in the Installation Instructions, PC9155-433, PC9155D-433, PC9155G-433, PC9155I-433 (f)

Combination household fire and burglary warning system control unit subassemblies, Model(s) WiFi422SCW Wi-Fi interface

Combination household fire and burglary warning system control unit subassemblies, Communicator Board Subassembly, Model(s) ADC-620T, ADC-620TF, ADC-620TE

Combination household fire and burglary warning system control units, Model(s) PC4020 (a), PC580, PC585, PC9155-433, PC9155D-433

Combination household fire and burglary warning system control units, Model(s) PC9155G-433 short range low power RF and hardwire system.


Control unit accessories, Model(s) 3G3070 (e) and 3G3070-RF (e) GSM-GPRS/3G Interface, Fire Alarm and Security Equipment. Intended for use as a primary (sole) communication means or as a back-up when used in conjunction with a POTS line (dialer) with Listed compatible control units as indicated in the installation instructions.
Control unit accessories, Model(s) 3G4000, 3G4000RF - Communicators, for use with separately listed control units as indicated in installation instructions.

Control unit accessories, Model(s) 3G4010 PCB Assembly, 3G4010, alarm communicator, AML 900X where "X" is the Letter A, B or C, AML-770X where "X" is the Letter A, B or C, AMP-704

Control unit accessories, Model(s) AMP-704 for use with separately listed control panels as indicated in the installation instructions.

Control unit accessories, Model(s) GS3060 GSM-GPRS (e), GS3060-RF GSM-GPRS (e)

Control unit accessories, Model(s) IP/GSM-GPRS (e) Interfaces, Fire Alarm and Security Equipment.

Control unit accessories, Model(s) PC5100 (b), PKP-400, PKP-ICN, PKP-LCD

Control unit accessories, Model(s) PRM 2W, PRM 2WC, PRM 4W, PRM 4WC Power Reversal modules intended for use with separately listed control units as indicated in the installation instructions.

Control unit accessories, Model(s) RM-1, WS4920 RF repeater.

Control unit accessories, Model(s) WT4901 Wireless Indoor Siren for use with PC9155 Wireless system.

Control unit accessories, Model(s) WT5500-433, WT5500P-433 Wireless Keypad

Control unit accessories for supplementary features, Model(s) PC5961E, PC5964E

Control unit accessories, 3G/LTE Alarm communicator, Model(s) LE4010, LE4020

Control unit accessories, End of Line Resistors, Model(s) EOLR-1, EOLR-2, EOLR-3

Control unit accessories, interfaces, Model(s) GS-BOOST Telco Voltage Booster, for use only with Model GS3060

Control unit accessories, keypads, Model(s) LCD-4501, LCD-4501T, LCD5511, LED5511, PC1555RKZ, PK5500, PK5501, PK5508, PK5516, PTK5507, RFK5500-433, RFK5501-433, RFK5508-433, RFK5516-433, RFK5564-433

Control unit accessories, multiple wireless RF receiver modules, Model(s) RF5108-433

Control unit accessories, RF receivers, Model(s) PC4164-433, RF4164-433, RF5132-433

Control unit accessories, RF receivers/transmitters, Model(s) TR5164-433

Control unit accessories, wireless keypads, Model(s) HS2LCDWF9 (h), HS2LCDWF9P, HS2LCDWFPRO9 (h), HS2LCDWFV9, HS2LCDWFVPRO9 (h)

Control unit accessory, Model(s) 3G4010 Communicator, for use with separately listed control units as indicated in installation instructions

Control unit accessory, Model(s) HS2LCD, HS2LCPD, HS2LCPR9, HS2ICN, HS2ICNP, HS2LED Keypads, Models HS2LDRF9, HS2LDRF9P, HS2LDRFPRO9, HS2ICNR9F, HS2ICNRF9P Keypads with RF receiver, Model HSM2HOST9 RF Receiver, Model PG9920 RF Repeater, Models PG9901, PG9911 Wireless Sirens. All Accessories are compatible with the model HS2128, HS2064, HS2032, HS2016 alarm controllers only).

Control unit accessory, Model(s) Keypad, PC1404RKZ. For use with separately listed compatible control units as indicated in the installation instructions.

Control unit assemblies, Model(s) AMX-400, PC4580, PC5580TC

Control unit assemblies, ethernet communicators, Model(s) T-Link TL250, T-Link TL300

Control unit assemblies, serial interface modules, Model(s) KT4401VK, PC4401 (c), PC5400

Control unit assemblies, switched transistor output modules, Model(s) PC4216, PC5208

Control unit assemblies, zone expanders, Model(s) PC4108, PC4116, PC5108, PC5108D

Control unit subassemblies, Model(s) 3G2055-NA, 3G2055-SM-NA, 3G2055R-E, 3G2055-E, 3G2060, 3G2060R, GS2055-NA, GS2055-SM-NA
Control unit subassemblies, Model(s) GS2060 GSM-GPRS Communicator, TL260 IP Communicator for use with separately listed control units as indicated in installation instructions, PC1616(d), PC1832(d), PC1864(d)


Control unit subassemblies, 3G Alarm communicator, Model(s) 3G9080, 3H9080

Control unit subassemblies, alarm controller, Model(s) HS3248 PCB, HS3128 PCB, HS3032 PCB (i)

Control unit subassemblies, enclosures, Model(s) HSC3010C, HSC3020C

Control unit subassemblies, LTE/3G Alarm communicator, Model(s) LE2077, LE9080

Control unit subassemblies, LTE/IP Alarm communicator, Model(s) TL8055LT

Control unit subassemblies, zone expanders, Model(s) HSM3408

Control unit subassembly, Model(s) 3G3070 PCB Assembly, Fire Alarm and Security Subassembly. Intended for use as a primary (sole) communication means or as a back-up when used in conjunction with a POTS line (dialer) with Listed compatible control units as indicated in the installation instructions.

Control unit subassembly, Model(s) 3G4010 PCB Assembly, Fire Alarm and Security Subassembly. Intended for use as a primary (sole) communication means or as a back-up when used in conjunction with a POTS line (dialer) with Listed compatible control units as indicated in the installation instructions.

Control unit, enclosures, Model(s) AMP-704, PC4050C, PC4050CR, PC5003C, PC500C

Fire Alarm and Security Equipment, Model(s) LE4000 LTE Alarm Communication Interface, suitable for use as a household fire and burglary warning system equipment, and as a commercial burglar alarm system control unit equipment

Fire Alarm and Security Subassembly, Model(s) 3G2080R, 3G2080RE, 3G2080, 3G2080E GSM-GPRS Alarm Communication Interface, suitable for use as a household fire and burglary warning system subassembly, and as a commercial burglar alarm system control unit subassembly.

Fire Alarm and Security Subassembly, Model(s) 3G7090 Cellular (3G) Communicator

Fire Alarm and Security Subassembly, Model(s) LE2080R, LE2080 LTE Alarm Communication Interface, suitable for use as a household fire and burglary warning system subassembly, and as a commercial burglar alarm system control unit subassembly.

Fire Alarm and Security Subassembly, Model(s) LE7090 Cellular (LTE) Communicator, LT7090 Cellular (LTE) Communicator, LT7090E Cellular (LTE) Communicator

Fire Alarm and Security Subassembly, Model(s) PCL-422, PCL-485 Communicator expansion interface board.

Fire Alarm and Security Subassembly, Model(s) TL2803GR, TL2803GRE, TL2603G, TL2803G, TL2803GE IP/GSM-GPRS Dual Alarm Communication Interface, suitable for use as a household fire and burglary warning system subassembly, and as a commercial burglar alarm system control unit subassembly.

Fire Alarm and Security Subassembly, Model(s) TL280LER, TL280LE IP/LTE Dual Alarm Communication Interface, suitable for use as a household fire and burglary warning system subassembly, and as a commercial burglar alarm system control unit subassembly.

Fire Alarm and Security Subassembly, Model(s) TL280R, TL280RE, TL280, TL280E IP Alarm Communication Interface, suitable for use as a household fire and burglary warning system subassembly, and as a commercial burglar alarm system control unit subassembly.

Fire Alarm and Security Subassembly for supplementary features, Model(s) HSM2955, HSM2955R

Fire Alarm, Security and Emergency Signaling Equipment, Model(s) HS2TCHP, HS2TCHPRO, HS2TCHPROBLK

Household fire and burglar alarm system control unit accessories, also suitable for use as commercial burglary warning system control unit accessories, Wireless Keypad, Model(s) WTK5504P-433, WTK5504-433
**Subassemblies, Corbus repeater, power supply module**, Model(s) HSM3204CX

**Subassemblies, Power Supply Module**, Model(s) HSM3350

**Subassembly, Communicator PCB assembly**, Model(s) LE4010 PCB, LE4020 PCB

Model(s) PC5320

Model(s) TL265GS, GS2065 GSM-GPRS Communicator for use with separately listed control units as indicated in installation instructions, PC9155D-433 and PC9155G-433

(8) - with integrated PCS020 combination control unit, LCD5501Z2-433, RF5501-433 and/or LCD5500Z keypads, PC5936 audio interface module, PC5904 and/or PC5921, PC5921EXT, PC5921EXT/R audio stations, HS-NH400 10 Base T Ethernet hub, 4110 video module, AXT Terminal Expansion Module and MN12165 March Networks PS, Input: 120 V ac, 60 Hz, 175 Va.

(a) - For use with at least one Model LCD-4501 keypad and other Listed devices as indicated in the installation wiring diagram and instructions.

(b) - For use with the Model PC1864, PC1832, PC1616

(c) - For use with Models PC4020 control units.

(d) - Intended for use with other Listed devices as indicated in the installation instructions to form a combination fire, burglary, and home health care warning system. Each control unit subassembly incorporates a digital alarm communicator transmitter. (Dual Signal Line when control unit with its integrated DACT is used in conjunction with a separately listed Alarm Communicator Model TL260GS, GS2065, GS3055-I/GS3060/GS3060-RF or T-Link TL250/300, configuration capable of Standard/Encrypted Line Security.

(e) - Intended for use as a primary (sole) communication means or as a back-up when used in conjunction with a POTS line (dialer) when used with separately Listed control units as indicated in the installation instructions.

(f) - For use with the Model PC9155-433, PC9155D-433, PC9155G-433, PC9155I-433

(g) - Intended for use with other Listed devices as indicated in the installation instructions to form a combination fire, burglary, and home health care warning system. Each control unit subassembly incorporates a digital alarm communicator transmitter. (Dual Signal Line when control unit with its integrated DACT is used in conjunction with a separately listed Alarm Communicator Model TL2803GR, TL2803G IP/GSM-GPRS Dual Alarm Communication Interface, 3G280,3G280R GSM-GPRS Alarm Communication Interface, TL280,TL280R IP Alarm Communication Interface, configuration capable of Standard/Encrypted Line Security

(h) - For use with Listed Combination Control Units, Models HS2128, HS2064, HS2032, HS2016 when used in conjunction with the compatible Wireless Transceiver Model HSM2HOST9 or Keypads with integrated wireless transceiver models HS2LCDRF(P)9 or HS2ICNRF(P)9.

(i) - Combination fire, burglary, and home health care warning system.

** - Complementary Listed under: BP6524 NBSX, NBSX7.

(a) - For use with Listed Combination Control Units, Models PMASTER-10 G2 and PMASTER-30 G2
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